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Human beings are intellectually highest of all the earthly species created by Allah. This aspect of being superior as bestowed on humans is primarily the god given human ability to think and act. This blessings of allah help us to enlighten the path ahead from personal to social life. The importance of honour and chivalry in literary world is from time immemorial. The Topic of my Resesrch Work"Life Sketch and contribution of Awardee poets of Indian Punjab' is based on five chapters. This Study may become base for future research in urdu littreture. This will help us to understand lifesketch and entire contribution of poets of Punjab in a much better way.

The first chapter of my thesis "Urdu Litttreateure in Punjab after Partition" has been discussed under the subtitle of urdu prose writings and urdu poetry. We have included to types of prose writers and poets of Indian Punjab. The present study appricated the roles of not only those poets and writers who where living in punjab but also added the contribution of those living outside states. After independence poets of punjab have given considerable importance to urdu journalism, novel writting, short story writting, dramatic writting, humours writtings, research, criticism and poetry.

The Second chapter of my thesis is Honour given to poets of punjab for their books. The work is furthur Elobrated on State, National as well as International level. In this chapter, we have introduced poetry books of poets which have been appriciated by various Educational, literrary, Goverment and non Goverment organisations.

The third chapter of my thesis is 'Introduction of Award winning poets of Punjab'. This Chapter has been divided into two sub chapters. 'International and National awardees and 'Sharomani Urdu
Sahitkar  '.This is main chapter of my Topic. This chapter includes detailed account of five poets of Punjab who have been given Padma Bhushan and Padma Shree along with 26 poets that have been honoured at state level.

Fourth chapter of my thesis is 'Contribution of poets of Punjab to Urdu literature'. In this chapter new experiment in Urdu literature by award winning poets have been discussed. This chapter includes all the award winning poets who had done experiments in various field of poetry and expanded the horizons of literary world. The chapter concludes with the remark that all poets of Punjab that extended from Delhi to Multan should be taken as a base for further study.

Fifth chapter of my thesis is 'Books of Award winning poets in syllabus'. The chapter gives brief introduction of books of all award winning poets that have been included in syllabus of Universities of Punjab and others language Departments.

It can be concluded that my present research work may open door to new horizons in world of Urdu literature as a whole and will prove beneficial for future research as well.
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